
ISSUE 2/ Gloucestershire Friends of the Earth Network  

 

Gloucestershire Friends of the Earth Network (GFOEN) object would  like to 
make the following additional comments in response to the specific questions 
raised  by the Inspector to supplement our earlier  evidence:- 

 

Question 1: Statistical base: Municipal Solid Waste 

The CS assumes that the MSW stream will increase to 359,612 tonnes per 
annum by 2027/ 28 from the 293,092 reported to Defra for 2009-101.   

The underlying assumptions about population growth and  growth in waste 
are not robust, however, as they do not take into account the increasing 
pressures on resources which, combined  with technical innovation, will result 
designs for recyclability along with dematerialisation and  lightweighting of 
products.  

The assumptions do not even take into account the fiscal measures such as the 
landfill tax which will have the effect of reducing waste arisings as well as 
d iverting waste from landfill d isposal.  

Nor is any allowance made for the depression of the housing market and  the 
low expectations for meaningful recovery before at least 2015. 

The waste reduction targets are certainly not ambitious and  do not reflect the 
environmental imperatives or pressures during the period  to 2027.   

The trends of falling waste arisings due to these factors is already apparent 
and  data from DEFRA confirms that waste arisings across the UK have been 
consistently falling over the past decade2.   

The weight of household  waste generated  per person in 2002-3 was 521 kg3. 
The most recent data in England, for the year from January 2010 to December 
2010, was 447 kg per person – a fall of 14.2% with a 2.1% fall in 2010 alone45: 

 

Reductions in Gloucestershire started  from a later peak than the national 
average but have continued  over the last five years in line with national 

                                                 
1 http:/ / www.defra.gov.uk/ statistics/ files/ mwb200910a.xls 

2 http:/ / www.defra.gov.uk/ statistics/ files/ Environmental-key-statistics-2011-pdf.pdf 

3 http:/ / data.defra.gov.uk/ env/ scptb03_house_waste_201010.csv   

4 http:/ / www.defra.gov.uk/ statistics/ files/ mwb201011Q3_statsrelease.pdf  

5 http:/ / www.defra.gov.uk/ statistics/ files/ 2010-11-ANNUAL-publication_WITHOUTLINKS.xls  
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http://www.defra.gov.uk/statistics/files/mwb201011Q3_statsrelease.pdf
http://www.defra.gov.uk/statistics/files/2010-11-ANNUAL-publication_WITHOUTLINKS.xls


trends. 

An ‘aspiration’ for zero growth therefore implies a reversal of the current 
falling trend! 

More realistic assumptions would  be to assume a continued  reduction in 
waste arisings – ideally along a trajectory necessary to meet the one planet 
target which is a basic test of sustainability and  is the focus for waste policy in 
Wales – the proximity of which will undoubtedly be influential in 
Gloucestershire. 

The Statement by the Gloucestershire Waste Partnership 6 confirmed that 
“Further growth in Gloucestershire’s municipal waste arisings is not sustainable”. 
Policy WCS1 should  therefore be amended to reflect the need  for a ‘one planet 
living’ sustainability target for waste. 

Besides the over-inflated  growth assumptions the number and  capacity of the 
facilities envisaged  by the CS are also based  upon assumptions about 
recycling and  composting with assumptions of 60% by 2020 with an 
‘aspiration’ for 70% by 2030.  

These targets are too low and fail to meet sustainability r equirements.  There 
is no indication why the targets should  not match - or even exceed , as this is 
for a county rather than a country - the Statutory 70% targets set for 2025 for 
the whole of neighbouring Wales.  There is little doubt that this rate can be 
achieved  in practice and  it has already been exceeded by Presteigne and  
Norton with 74% being achieved  in early 20107.  China has recently set an 
ambitious national target of recycling 70% of it’s waste much sooner - by 
20158.  California9 and  Florida10 have both recently mandated  75% rates by 
2020.   

A recent report by the Tellus Institute claims that applying these recycling 
rates nationally and  recycling 75% of the waste generated  in the US by 2030 
would  create over 1.1 million more jobs than a "business as usual" scenario.  
An attractive co-benefit would  be the reduction of greenhouse gases 
equivalent to eliminating 72 coal-fired  power plants or taking 50 million cars 
off the road .  Target dates for specific waste streams are earlier.  The 
European Paper Industry, for example, has a commitment to recycling 70% of 
paper by 201511.   

More realistic rates recycling targets for the CS would  therefore be at least 
equivalent to those in Wales. Those statutory rates should  be the minimum 
levels included  in the CS. It is very likely, however, that these will be 
increased  in the next few years due to increased  international pressures and  a 
recognition that higher levels are achievable.  We might remind ourselves that 
in the 1990s official policy indicated  that only around 50% of MSW was 
recyclable and  the ‘asp irational targets’ were for just half of this recyclable 
waste.  Reliance on these incorrect assumptions has severely prejudiced  the 

                                                 
6 
http:/ / www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/ media/ adobe_acrobat/ 0/ c/ 060320%20JMWMS%20statement%20
final.pdf  

7 http:/ / www.bbc.co.uk/ news/ uk-wales-mid-wales-15023268  

8 Waste Management World, November 2011 ‘China Takes Charge’.  http:/ / www.waste-management-
world .com/ index/ d isplay/ article-d isplay/ 2195400354/ articles/ waste-management-world/ volume-
12/ issue-6/ regulars/ from-the-ed itor/ china-takes-charge.html  

9 http:/ / www.leginfo.ca.gov/ pub/ 11-12/ bill/ asm/ ab_0301-0350/ ab_341_bill_20111006_chaptered .pdf  

10 http:/ / www.dep.state.fl.us/ waste/ recyclinggoal75/   

11 http:/ / www.paperforrecycling.eu/ newsmanager/ 85/ 79/ Towards-a-common-goal-of-sustainability-
Launching-the-European-Declaration-on-Paper-Recycling/   
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development of recycling in areas like Lewisham where SELCHP was sized  
on the basis of this low recycling potential.  

 

Quest ion 2: Stat ist ical base: Commercial and Industrial Waste 

The Inspector’s questions  comments that the CS analyses waste managed 
rather than waste arising in the County. The Inspector asks whether the CS 
should  utilise the DEFRA survey (CD1.3, FC3) and  therefore assess the 
arisings. 

The Jacobs/ DEFRA survey indicates that the total arisings for 2009 were 
c.526,337 tonnes.  Figure N on page 139 of the 2nd Final Revision of the report 
(May 2011)  ind icates that 41% of the wastes were either sludge or liquids12 
and  therefore, assuming that this ratio is generally representative of the 
region, only c.310,000 tonnes of the Gloucestershire arisings are likely to be 
solid  wastes. The Defra data also includes approximately 7% hazardous waste 
which is not included  in the Environment Agency data which would , 
conservatively, reduce the arisings of non-hazardous solid  waste to less than 
300,000 tonnes.  Of the solid  element the EA data does not include metals and  
thus at least 42,770 tonnes of metallic wastes13 which are included  in the 
DEFRA total are not included  in the Environment Agency data.  The 
comparative arisings based  on the DEFRA data are therefore around 250,000 
tpa of commercial and  industrial wastes. 

 It is clear, therefore, that the DEFRA results therefore show very much lower 
arisings than the CS indicates are treated  in the County. This is not surprising 
as, inter alia, the Environment Agency estimates that “75% of C&I waste is 
double counted”14.  The Environment Agency data also includes imports to 
the County.  Using waste flows of 250,000 tpa based  on local arisings 
therefore requires much less future provision than the current estimate of 
375,000 tpa.  It appears that there is already more capacity than needed for  
local arisings as detailed  in our earlier submissions.    

It is not clear that the conclusion suggested  by the Inspector (that the DEFRA 
data reported  suggests that the waste arising in the County is managed to a 
substantial degree out-of-area) are supported  by the evidence.  It is noted  that 
the figures for exports relate to the regional arisings rather than those from 
Glocuestershire alone and  it is therefore d ifficult to d isaggregate them . It is 
quite possible, and  it seems highly likely on the other ev idence, that 
Gloucestershire does not follow the regional trend  not least because there is 
significantly greater treatment capacity than arisings.  Cross-boundary flows 
are notoriously d ifficult to accommodate in planning strategy in any case, 
especially for commercial and  industrial wastes which are more price driven.  
There are no policy requirements to restrict waste movements for recycling or 
recovery and  the key to controlling movements for d isposal, which should  be 
subject to some control, is to avoid  over-provision of capacity low in the 
hierarchy and  thus to encourage waste to be disposed  at the nearest 
appropriate location rather than shipped large d istances for d isposal (as 
certainly happens with hazardous waste imported  into Gloucestershire). 

There is, so far as we can tell, no justification for the 0% assumed growth rate 
in the C&I waste stream.  There is no doubt that arisings have fallen very 

                                                 
12 See Annex 

13 The largest single element of this was 112,138 tonnes from metal manufacturing – this is likely to 
include a substantial proportion of metals. A further 56,539 tonnes came from machinery and  
equipment manufacture which is also likely to be substantially metals. 

14 See footnote 19 CD 1.3 



significantly between the 2002 and 2009 surveys and , as price is a key driver, 
they are almost certain to continue to fall with increasing landfill tax and  
d isposal costs.  
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Figure N on page 139 of the 2nd Final Revision of the report (May 2011): 
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